HOTEL 4 BARCELONA
DIRECTIONS - How to get to the hotel?
By Metro >> the closest station is LLacuna (Line 4 - Yellow). The hotel is located 4 blocks down the
street (same direction as cars). About 6 minuts walking distance.
By Train >> the closest stations are Clot Aragó (Suburban trains) and Estació de França (Regional
Trains). From this two train stations or any other train station in Barcelona, the best option is to take
the Metro to LLacuna station (Line 4 - Yellow).
By Bus >> there are several bus stops within 2-3 blocks of the hotel. The different lines provide
public transportation to nearly all quarters of the city and most famous areas (Diagonal, Paseo de
Gracia, Sagrada Familia, etc.) The bus lines are 6, 14, 26, 36, 41, 92.
By Car >> coming from any of the main roads or highways from outside the city, take the Ronda
Litoral (B-10) until the Exit 23.
If you are arriving from the North (Girona-France), once left the Ronda Litoral, make a right turn on
the first street (Badajoz Street) and keep straight ahead for about 400 metres. Make a right turn on
the 3rd street (Dr. Trueta Street) and you will find the hotel on the next corner at right hand side.
If you are arriving from the South (Tarragona-LLeida), once left the Ronda Litoral, make a left turn
on the first street (Llacuna Street) and keep straight ahead for about 350 metres. Make a left turn at
the 2nd street (Taulat Street) and you will reach the hotel on the next corner at the right hand side.
You will be on the back side of the hotel (Parking entrance). If you wish to drive to the main
entrance, just keep straight on Taulat Street and make a right turn at the first street you will find
(Badajoz Street) and turn right again at the first street (Dr. Trueta Street). The hotel is located next
right hand side corner.
From Barcelona (BCN) Airport >> there are 3 different possibilities:
Taxi Service: the time and price may vary depending on traffic conditions, but on normal
circumstances should not take longer than 20 minutes and cost is around 35-40 Euro.
Suburban Train: if you are arriving at Terminal 1 you will need to take a free shuttle service that will
drive you to the train station. Trains leave every 20 minutes from 06:08h until 23:38h. The best
option to get to city centre or to the hotel is to leave get off the train at Passeig de Gràcia Station
(about 26 minutes after leaving the airport station). Then take the metro at the same station until
Llacuna metro station (same line - Line 4 – Yellow). The estimate cost is 4 Euro and estimate time
from/to airport-hotel is about 45-55 minutes.
Aerobús: is a bus service from the airport Terminal buildings to city centre. Operating time is from
06:00h to 23:55h on a daily basis. The bus stop at city centre is located in Plaza de Catalunya. From
there you can also easily go to the hotel using the metro service. Go to Urquinaona metro station
located 2 blocks behind Plaza Catalunya. Take Line 4 (Yellow) until Llacuna station. The hotel is
located 4 blocks of the metro station.
The estimate cost of the Aerobús and Metro is about 8,00 Euro. Transfer time may differ depending
on traffic conditions but usually takes between 60-75 minutes.
You can also take a bus from Cataluña Square until the Hotel. Bus numbers are 14 and 41 and the
station where you have to get off is called “Cementiri de l’ Est”.
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HOTEL 4 BARCELONA
From Girona (GRO) Airport >> The airport is located about 90Km. north of Barcelona. The easiest
way to get from/to Girona Airport and the hotel, is using the bus service operated by Sagalés bus
company.
Bus departures are coordinated with the flight arrival and departures from the airport. Please check
the website http://www.sagales.com for details about departure times.
The single ticket costs 12 Euro and the return ticket costs 21 Euro. Drive time from/to Barcelona city
center and Girona Airport is about 1 hour and 15 minutes.
The bus stop in Barcelona is located at Estació del Nord bus station. Metro connection is available at
the station to get to the hotel. Taxi service is also available and cost is around 7 Euro and drive time
about 8 to 10 minutes maximum.

From Reus (REU) Airport >> The airport is located about 110Km. south of Barcelona. The easiest
way to get from/to Reus Airport and the hotel, is using the bus service operated by Hispano
Igualadina bus company.
Bus departures are coordinated with the flight arrival and departures from the airport. Please check
the website http://www.igualadina.com for details about departure times.
The single ticket costs 12.50 Euro and the return ticket costs 22 Euro. Drive time from/to Barcelona
city center and Reus Airport is about 1 hour and 30 minutes.
The bus stop in Barcelona is located at Barcelona Sants train station. Metro connection is available at
the station to get to the hotel. Taxi service is also available and cost is around 15 Euro and drive time
about 15 to 18 minutes maximum.

Click to view the location on Google Maps
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